Introduction
Let I C R be an interval, / : I x R -> R a fixed two-place function, and !F{I) the linear space of all the functions u : I -»• R. The function F :
-> given by the formula := /(x, «(*)), x € /, u G is said to be a composition operator. Let a £ I be fixed. Denote by Lip(I) the Banach space of all the functions u G F{I) with the norm i "til Xi I %L\ Xo J 1 (1) ll«l|Li P (l) := W(a)\ -f sup { : xi,x 2 € I\ x x ± x 2 ^ Xi -x 2 j
In [2] it is proved that if a composition operator F mapping Lip(I) into itself is globally Lipschitzian with respect to the Lip(I)-norm, then /(x, y) = g(x)y + h(x), (x € I;y € R), for some g,h eLip(I). Next this result has been extended to some other function Banach spaces (cf. [1] for references). In particular, (cf. [3] ) if F is a globally Lipschitzian selfmap of C n (J), i.e. there is an L > 0 such that
\\u\\ CuW := £ l u(<) ( ffl )l + ™p{l« (n) (*)l = « € /}, «=o then /(x, y) = g(x)y + h(x), (x 6 /; y £ R), for some g, h G C n (I).
In the present note we generalize these results. We show that the basic assumption of the global Lipschitz continuity of the composition operator can be essentially weakened. It turns out that the main result of [3] remains valid if the inequality (2) holds only for u, v being the polynomials at most of the degree n. Moreover, the argument presented here is much simpler than that in [3] where some complicated chain rule formulas are used.
Main result
We start with the following Remark 1. Let xi,x2,«i,u 2 G R, ii ^ x 2 , and n € N, be arbitrarily fixed. Then it is easy to verify that the polynomial u : R -»• R given by
has the following properties
In the same way, taking arbitrary «1,^2 € R, we can find a polynomial
where bn,bi,bo are defined as an,a 1,ao with Ui,U2 replaced by V\,V2-From the formulas for ao, &o> ¿>1 it easy to observe that
and, if xi and X2 tend to an x € R, then there exists a c(x) 6 R such that
X\,X2~*X Denote by P n (/) the set of all the real polynomials of the degree at most n, restricted to the interval I. From the definition of the norms (1) and (3) Hence, letting x\ and x 2 tend to an arbitrary fixed x G I, and making use of (4) and the continuity of /(•, y) for every y G R, we obtain Remark 2. It is easy to observe that the above Theorem remains true on replacing the norm || • ||c n (J) i n (6) by any norm || • || such that for some M > 0 and all u G P n (-0, we have ||u|| < M\\u\\ Cn (i).
Some Corollaries
As an immediate consequence of Theorem we obtain * COROLLARY 1. Let / :/ xR-»R and let n,m be positive integer such that m <n. The composition operator F generated by f maps the space C n (I) into C m (/) and is globally Lipschitzian, i.e. there exists an L > 0 such that Because IMIcxCJ) = IMlLip(i) f°r all u G Pi(^), by an obvious change in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain the following generalization of the result proved in [2] and quoted in the Introduction. 
